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Since its inception in 2009, GIFT has evolved into a 3-day field trip that gives undergraduate students 
insight into various aspects of the geophysical industry. This is accomplished by touring Calgary 
companies that show how seismic surveys are designed, acquired, processed and subsequently, 
interpreted at the professional level. The field trip also includes a hike in a geologically significant area 
within Alberta so that students can visually see in outcrop the types of structures that we use 
geophysics in order to image and characterize. 
 
GIFT is a popular, industry sponsored event with a nationwide reputation. Registration has reached 
maximum capacity since its inception and the event will continue to thrive with your help. In 201 , GIFT 
brought together  geoscience participants from  different universities across Canada. 
To make GIFT 20  success, the organizing committee is asking for your support through a financial 
donation. This package will outline the sponsorship opportunities available to your company. 
FForm attached.

we
A brand new guided tour is in the works, which will aim to tie seismic sections 

to outcrop in a .

 
Our committee strives to provide a valuable supplement to student education and a prime opportunity 
for participants to network amongst peers from across the country and industry professionals. We take 
careful consideration and listen to feedback, ensuring students will continuously get the most out of 
GIFT.  
 
Here’s a glimpse of what students of GIFT 201   
 

              “All the people that I met! Especially at the banquet on the first night."
 

 “The in-depth software and equipment demos were really interesting, also the excellent speakers.     
     I got to learn all day and be with older, more experienced and knowledgeable people to network with."

 
                     I really enjoyed the field portion and meeting industry professionals!
 
                                                   "It was a fun experience full of networking."

Sponsorship Opportunities  









2020 GIFT Sponsorship Committee: 

     Cody Good - cwgood@ualberta.ca 

     Hashim Ahmed - hashim.khattana@gmail.com 

     Alex Patterson - alex.patterson.200@gmail.com 

     Kelly Woo - jkelly.woo@gmail.com 

     Nicole Greiner - nicolegreiner1994@gmail.com 

     Cole Narfason - cole.narfason@ucalgary.ca 

     Bob Carter - robert.carter2@ucalgary.ca



Gold Sponsors 

Silver Sponsors 

Bronze Sponsors 

Brian Russell 

Venue Hosts, Meal Sponsors, & Student Sponsors 

Canadian Rockies Earth  
Science Resource Centre 

Special Thanks to our 2019 Sponsors 



2020 CSEG-F GIFT Sponsorship Form

Company Name

Mailing Address (include city and postal code)

Contact info  
Name (First and Last) Position

Phone E-mail

Sponsorship Level

Sponsorship Amount  

Payment Method

Visa
Mastercard
Cheque
Other

If paying by cheque, please make payable to: 
CSEG Foundation  

Send to: 
Suite 570, 400 - 5th Ave SW 

Roslyn Building. Calgary, AB, T2P 0L6

Payment Information (if Visa or Mastercard 
selected) 
Card Number

Expiration Date 
(mm/yy)

Name on card
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         Cody Good - cwgood@ualberta.ca
                                       Hashim Ahmed - hashim.khattana@gmail.com
                                      Alex Patterson - alex.patterson.200@gmail.com
                                                Kelly Woo - jkelly.woo@gmail.com
                                      Nicole Greiner - nicolegreiner1994@gmail.com
                                        Cole Narfason - cole.narfason@ucalgary.ca                                       
                                           Bob Carter - robert.carter2@ucalgary.ca 
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